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1. Bohemia is a republic in South Asia, whose laws are pari materia with the laws of India, with the limited 
exceptions laid out in this Proposition. Bohemia enacted its competition law, the Bohemian Competition 
Act (“Competition Act”), in 2002. However, the Competition Act was brought into force in a phased 
manner, with the last provisions coming into force only in June, 2011. 

2. The Competition Commission of Bohemia (“CCB”) treats decisions of the Competition Commission of 
India as well as other authorities as having high persuasive value. The CCB also regards the competition 
regulators of the European Union and the United States of America highly, and relies on established 
precedent from these jurisdictions as well. The CCB has been established under the aegis of the Competition 
Act, and is governed by it, as well as by associated regulations, notifications, and amendments published in 
the Gazette of Bohemia from time to time, such as the Competition Commission of Bohemia (Procedure in 
regard to the transaction of business relating to combinations) Regulations, 2011 (“Combination 
Regulations”). 

3. Lutyen TV Pvt. Ltd. is the largest television manufacturer in Bohemia, and has in the last few years gained 
significant market position in the market of sale of Ultra High Definition televisions across the territory of 
Bohemia. Lutyen TV is a private company, incorporated under the provisions of the Bohemian Companies 
Act, 1956. 

4. Tojo is a company incorporated under the Bohemian Companies Act, 1956 and trading on the National 
Stock Exchange of Bohemia. Tojo was previously one of Bohemia’s most popular manufacturers, sellers, 
and retailers of Cathode Ray Tube (“CRT”) monitors, with its brand Tojo-TV being responsible for 
bringing a television to every household in Bohemia during the 1990s. However, Tojo has been unable to 
keep up with the advent of technology and, as a whole, the company has witnessed declining profits for 
almost a decade. The only exception is its casting technology division, which began turning profits in 2015 
with the manufacture and sale of its proprietary casting device, Tojo Stick. Tojo Stick’s technology was 
initially restricted to Full High Definition quality, until Tojo’s acquisition of a Bohemian start-up, following 
which Tojo Stick was compatible with casting in both Ultra High Definition and Full High Definition 
formats. 

5. Tojo, despite being an unprofitable company, has considerable assets in Bohemia of BNR. 1231 crores even 
in 2017, owing to its manufacturing facilities and retail outlets spread out over Bohemia. Tojo has a gross 
turnover of BNR. 1448 crores arising out of Bohemia. In comparison, Tojo’s casting technology division has 
assets in Bohemia to the tune of BNR. 438 crores, and turnover of approx. BNR 750 crores. 

6. Ever since Tojo Stick’s technology expanded to compatibility with both Ultra High Definition and Full High 
Definition formats, Lutyen TV was eyeing Tojo’s casting technology division. With the intention of 
becoming a fully integrated Ultra High Definition service provider, Lutyen TV approached Tojo in 
December 2015 and offered to purchase its casting technology division. Afraid of losing its only profitable 
division, Tojo rejected the offer outright. Determined to acquire the Tojo Stick business, Lutyen TV 
proceeded to acquire shareholding in Tojo via market purchases in small tranches of 3-5% over 2016-17. In 
fact, Lutyen TV’s board documents and presentations suggest that Lutyen TV intended to purchase at least 
25% of Tojo’s shareholding, in order to enable it to make an open offer with a view to acquire controlling 
rights over Tojo and eventually sell off Tojo’s non-profitable businesses. 

7. Over the course of the year 2016-17, Lutyen TV acquired shareholding of 4%, 5%, and 3% in Tojo through 
successive market purchases. Tojo’s senior management noticed these purchases, and decided that they 
would try and save the company from being taken over by Lutyen TV.  They met with Lutyen TV’s Chief 
Executive Officer on 24 February 2017, and entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement for sale of Tojo’s 
casting technology division to Lutyen TV in exchange for cash consideration payable to the shareholders of 
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Tojo, and the return of the 12% shareholding in Tojo acquired by Lutyen TV to Tojo’s shareholders in 
proportionate terms. 

8. On 27 March 2017, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (“MCA”) of the Government of Bohemia published a 
notification in the Gazette of Bohemia stating that “where a portion of an enterprise or division or business is being 
acquired, taken control of, merged or amalgamated with another enterprise, the value of assets of the said portion or division or 
business and/or attributable to it, shall be the relevant assets and turnover to be taken into account for the purpose of 
calculating the thresholds under Section 5 of the Competition Act.” 

9. On 10 June 2017, Lutyen TV issued a press release announcing completion of Lutyen TV’s acquisition of 
Tojo’s affiliated casting technology division from Tojo. Shortly afterwards, on 25 June 2017, the CCB issued 
a letter to Lutyen TV under Section 20(1) of the Competition Act, enquiring about Lutyen TV’s acquisition 
of Tojo’s affiliated casting technology division. The CCB observed that Lutyen TV’s acquisition of Tojo’s 
casting technology division was notifiable under Section 5 of the Competition Act, and further observed that 
not only had Lutyen TV failed to notify this acquisition to the CCB but also that it had consummated the 
transaction without prior approval of the CCB. Accordingly, the CCB directed Lutyen TV to file a belated 
notification of the transaction with it, for a substantive review on whether the transaction caused an 
appreciable adverse effect on competition in Bohemia. Simultaneously, the CCB initiated proceedings 
against Lutyen TV under Section 43A of the Competition Act for “gun-jumping”. 

10. After completing a substantive review of Lutyen TV’s acquisition of Tojo’s casting technology division, the 
CCB found that the transaction has the potential to cause an appreciable adverse effect on competition in 
Bohemia, due to potential foreclosure of the market for casting devices, as a result of Lutyen TV’s market 
share of 45% in the upstream market of Ultra High Definition televisions, and the Tojo Stick having a 
market share of 20% in the downstream market of casting devices. It therefore approved the transaction 
under Section 31 of the Competition Act, conditional upon Lutyen TV’s commitment that there would be 
no exclusive arrangement between Lutyen TV’s televisions and the Tojo Stick, and that Lutyen TV must 
continue to have its televisions compatible with all casting devices. 

11. Through an order dated 3 August 2017, the CCB found Lutyen TV guilty of failure to notify its acquisition 
of Tojo’s casting technology division within 30 calendar days of executing the Asset Purchase Agreement, 
and for completing/consummating the acquisition without prior approval. The CCB also held that the 
earlier market purchases by Lutyen TV violated the gun jumping provisions of the Competition Act. Based 
on these observations, the CCB levied a penalty of BNR. 10 crore upon Lutyen TV. Firmly of the belief that 
the transactions were separate, and exempt under Item 1, Schedule I of the Combination Regulations, as 
well as under MCA’s notification dated 27 March 2017, Lutyen TV filed an appeal before the National 
Company Law Appellate Tribunal (“NCLAT”) challenging the CCB’s order passed under Section 43A of 
the Competition Act. 

12. Subsequent to receiving the CCB’s approval, and with a view to capitalize on the coming festival holidays, 
Lutyen TV commenced a fresh marketing campaign for sales of its Ultra High Definition televisions, 
packaged with the Tojo Stick. Lutyen TV proceeded to sell these packages to independent distributors 
across Bohemia as part of a special festive offer, under which the Lutyen TV television and Tojo Stick 
together are sold at the same price as that of the television only. In addition, and to ensure that it has control 
over the quality of product and after-sales services, Lutyen TV added a clause in its distributorship 
agreements that the Lutyen TV television and Tojo Stick must be sold by distributors as a package. On the 
request of certain distributors, who feared a loss of business due to their competitors selling Lutyen TV’s 
products at heavy discounts online, Lutyen TV also added a clause to all distributorship agreements which 
mandated that distributors only provide end-customers with a discount not exceeding 10% of the Maximum 
Retail Price.  
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13. Sandy Home Store is Bohemia’s largest distributor of home electronics, including televisions, with 
showrooms across the territory of Bohemia. It is renowned for stocking all television brands as well as all 
available casting devices, and often sells any combination of television and/or casting devices (or either 
product individually) as per customer preferences. Sandy Home Store also manufactures many products, 
including Ultra High Definition televisions, refrigerators, air conditioners, etc. under its own home brand. 
As a result of its large portfolio and economies of scale, Sandy Home Store is in a position to give significant 
discounts to its end customers, which is one of its business models and the reason for its success. These 
discounts are often above 10%, and seasonal discounts even go up to 20% on certain products. 

14. Due to the discount restrictions imposed by Lutyen TV on the sale of its televisions and the Tojo Stick, 
Sandy Home Store refused to stock the Lutyen TV television or the Tojo Stick. It also filed a complaint 
against Lutyen TV before the CCB (Case No. 1 of 2018) for violation of the provisions of the Competition 
Act.  

15. RK is a company specializing in the manufacture and sale of casting devices for Ultra High Definition 
televisions. RK sells its casting device to all television manufacturers, distributors, and retailers. Until 2017, 
RK held 40% market share in the relevant market for manufacture and sale of casting devices in Bohemia. 
However, towards the end of 2017, RK witnessed a drop in its market shares, which, in its view, was due to 
the bundling of Lutyen TV televisions along with the Tojo Stick at the price of the Lutyen TV television. 
Even though such bundling was only at distributor level, RK lost substantial sales and was unable to hit its 
projected targets. 

16. Aggrieved by what it viewed as discriminatory and anti-competitive behaviour, RK filed a complaint before 
the CCB (Case No. 2 of 2018) alleging that Lutyen TV (i) violated its commitments as required under the 
CCB’s order under Section 31 of the Competition Act where it had conditionally approved the Lutyen TV’s 
acquisition of Tojo’s casting technology division, and (ii) by entering into a tie-in arrangement, Lutyen TV 
was using its dominance in the Ultra High Definition television market to increase sales of the Tojo Stick in 
the casting devices market. 

17. The CCB prima facie was of the view that the complaints against Lutyen TV merit detailed investigation and 
passed a combined order in Case No. 1 of 2018 and Case No. 2 of 2018 under Section 26(1) of the 
Competition Act. The Director General (“DG”), in its joint investigation report, found Lutyen TV guilty of 
indulging in resale price maintenance and tying in, as well as of failing to comply with the commitments 
based on which the transaction i.e., the acquisition of Tojo’s casting technology, was approved. The CCB 
passed a common order dated 19 January 2018, in Case No. 1 of 2018 and Case No. 2 of 2018, affirming the 
DG’s findings. A penalty of BNR. 53 crores was imposed upon Lutyen TV, in addition to a direction to 
abide by the commitments made during the merger review process. Lutyen TV filed an appeal in challenge 
of the CCB’s order before the NCLAT. 

18. Additionally, during the same time period as Sandy Home Store’s complaint against Lutyen TV, Lutyen TV 
filed a complaint against Sandy Home Store before the CCB (Case No. 3 of 2018) for discriminating against 
Lutyen TV’s television and casting device, and refusing to stock the same in its showrooms across Bohemia. 
The CCB ordered the DG to investigate into the matter, and recorded in its prima facie order that Sandy 
Home Store appears to be refusing to deal in Lutyen TV’s products. The DG analysed the facts and 
observed that while Sandy Home Store sells products manufactured by all of Lutyen TV’s competitor 
brands, it had specifically singled out Lutyen TV’s products and refused to stock them. The DG also 
observed that Sandy Home Store was providing maximum discounts on its own home brand. The CCB 
disagreed with the DG in relation to the singling out of Lutyen TV’s products, and found no instance of 
refusal to deal on the part of Sandy Home Store and dismissed Lutyen TV’s complaint. Aggrieved, Lutyen 
TV appealed to the NCLAT against CCB’s order on the ground that the CCB had failed to appreciate its 
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argument that Sandy Home Store was engaging in “refusal to deal” under Section 3(4) of the Competition 
Act. 

19. The NCLAT has decided to hear the appeals together, and will now hear all arguments, including the issues 
and contentions raised before the DG and the CCB, and the recommendations and findings of the DG and 
CCB respectively. 

NOTE: 

Lawyers representing both sides are required to address the arguments that are specifically mentioned in the 
Proposition. They are, however, free to make any other arguments that they deem fit. Lawyers for both sides 
are encouraged to explore additional arguments related to jurisdiction as well as merits. 

Counsels for the Appellants will argue for Lutyen TV and Tojo, while counsel for the Respondents will 
argue for the CCB, Sandy Home Store, and RK. 


